Spectrality and prespectrality of elementary operators x >-> H" =1 a i xb i , acting on the algebra 38(%?) of all bounded linear operators on a separable infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space %?, or on von Neumann-Schatten classes in 3 §(%?), are treated. In the case when (a l , a 2 , ... , a n ) and (b l , b 2 , ... , b n ) are two n-tuples of commuting normal operators on 2? , the complete characterization of spectrality is given.
Introduction
Let 38{%?) be the C*-algebra of all bounded linear operators on a separable infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space %?. For any two w-tuples a = (a,, a 2 ,... , a n ) and b -(b { , b 2 ,... , b n ) of commuting elements of 38{%?) one defines an elementary operator on ^{^)
to be a bounded operator of the form
(JC € 38{%?)). The operator R depends on its coefficients a i and b ( , and so the notation R = i? a b is usually used. However, the non-uniqueness of the representation (1) of R is only up to certain linear transformations of the coefficients (see Fong and Sourour [9] ).
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Milan Hladnik [2] The spectral, range inclusion, compactness, and Fredholm properties of R have already been studied in great detail, and also in the case when R is restricted to some symmetrically normed ideals of 3 §{^) (see Fialkow [7] , [8] and the references given there). For example, it is known (Fialkow [8] , Mathieu [15] ) that the spectrum of R = /? a b is given by
(2)
where A = (A,, A 2 , ... , A n ), p = (//,, n 2 > • • • , P H ), A • /< = X 1 /i l + k 2 n 2 + -\-X n fi n and <r(a) and cr(b) are the joint spectra of the /i-tuples a and b, respectively, in the sense of Harte [11] (see also [12, Chapter 11] In [13] and [14] spectrality and prespectrality (in the sense of Dunford [6] ) of generalized inner derivations acting on von Neumann-Schatten classes in SSffl) were characterized in terms of the spectra of coefficients a and b. This paper, dealing with general elementary operators, is an extension of [13] . Like there, we shall consider only the case where the coefficients are normal operators in 38(%?), although a straightforward generalization to the case of spectral coefficients is possible (see the concluding remarks).
In Section 2 we shall first give a geometrical classification of elementary operators on £ §{%?) related to mutual geometrical position of joint spectra, a (a) and <r(b), and according to which elementary operators are classified into operators of the first and operators of the second kind. Although very simple, this classification is crucial for the spectrality of elementary operators on &(<%?). It will be shown in subsequent sections that only elementary operators of the first kind can be spectral (they are spectral under some natural additional conditions) while elementary operators of the second kind never have this property. Section 3 is devoted to some preparatory results connected with elementary operators having normal coefficients. The main result, that is, the characterization of spectrality and prespectrality of elementary operators with normal coefficients, is given in Section 4 together with some final comments.
A classification of elementary operators
Let R = i? a b be an elementary operator acting on the algebra Recall that the joint spectra o(a) and <r(b) are nonvoid compact subsets in C" since it is assumed that each of the «-tuples, a and b, consists of commuting elements of the algebra (see Harte [11] , [12] (ii) of the second kind if there exist infinite subsets A c <r(a) and B c cr(b) such that the function (A, ft) H-> A • ft is one-to-one on Ax B.
The above definition is unambiguous, that is, independent of concrete representation of the operator /? a b in the form (1) . Namely, we may suppose that the representation R a b of the non-zero elementary operator R is minimal in the sense that n is minimal, or equivalently, that the elements in both n-tuples form linearly independent sets (Mathieu [15, Proposition 4.6] (Mathieu [15, Corollary 4.7] ). If we write F~' for the inverse of the transpose of F , we have a' = Fa and b' = F~'b. This yields the bijections A »-»• k' = Yk and ft i-> ft = T~'fi from <r(a) onto o-(a') and tr(b) onto <r(b'), respectively, by the spectral mapping theorem (Harte [11] ). Since we have A' • ft = A • ft, it follows that the properties of the map (A, ft) •-> A • ft from er(a) x a(b) to C, pointed out in Definition 2.1, do not depend on changing a minimal representation of R. In a similar way the same can also be shown for other representations and so Definition 2.1 is correct. Moreover, we shall show now that 2.1(i) and 2.1 (ii) are the only two possibilities for an elementary operator. So, the class of elementary operators is divided into two (disjoint) subclasses: that of the first and that of the second kind. This classification is a consequence of the following purely combinatorial result on infinite matrices having finite rank. to find it in the available literature, we sketch an elementary proof of the lemma.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2. If the rank of the matrix A is equal to 1, the statement of the lemma is almost evident. Namely, in this case we can write A as the matricial product of a column C and a row R, that is, A -CR. If there are only finitely many different entries in C (or in R), the matrix A splits (after making some appropriate permutations of rows or columns) into finitely many horizontal (vertical) strips with constant columns (rows). Otherwise, let C x be an infinite subcolumn in C with different elements, and R { be an infinite subrow in R with different elements. It is then easy to choose an infinite submatrix in C,/?, having all entries different.
We shall prove the lemma by induction on the rank of A. Let n > 1 and suppose we have already proved the lemma for all matrices with rank less than n . Let A be an infinite matrix with rank equal to n . It is easy to show and also well known that we can write A in the form A = CR where C is a matrix with infinitely many rows and n linearly independent columns, while R is a matrix with infinitely many columns and n linearly independent rows.
Choose in the matrix C a maximal family of rows with the property that any subfamily of it, consisting of no more than n rows, is linearly independent. Do the same with the columns in the matrix R. Then, by maximality, every other row in C (column in R) depends linearly already on « -l rows (columns) in the chosen family.
If the chosen maximal family in C (or in R) is finite, then, obviously, the matrix C (or R, respectively), and consequently also the matrix A, splits into finitely many submatrices of rank less than n . By inductive hypothesis, for each of these submatrices the lemma holds. Then, either in one of them there exists an infinite submatrix with different entries, or all submatrices, and hence also the whole matrix A, split into finitely many submatrices with constant rows or columns. Thus, we see that either (a) or (b) holds for the matrix A.
Suppose now that the chosen maximal family of rows in C is infinite and that the same is true for the chosen maximal family of columns in R. Let C o (respectively, R o ) be the submatrix in C (respectively, in R) consisting of chosen rows (respectively, columns). Then in the infinite matrix A o = C Q R Q every n x n submatrix is the product of two invertible n x n submatrices in C o and R Q and, hence, no minor of order n in A o is equal to zero. It follows that there are no two rows (columns) in A Q such that in both of them an element repeats infinitely many times on the same places. From this property of A Q we can now easily derive that there exists an infinite submatrix A { in A Q such that any of its elements repeats only finitely many times in the same row or in the same column. Consequently, there exists also [5] ( ... , s} we have either 
ii) There exist infinite subsets A' c A and B' C B such that the map (p is one-to-one on
H r ) forfceAf,., 1,1'eNj or <p(X k , n x ) = (?(k k ,, n,) f o r k,k' €.M t ,
Elementary operators with normal coefficients
In this and subsequent sections we assume that all coefficients are normal operators. [7] Speciality of elementary operators 333
all Borel subsets in a (a), such that /(•)= f f{X)dp k for every bounded Borel function / on tr(a) (see Rudin [17, Theorem 12 .22]). We shall call p the spectral resolution of identity for the normal H-tuple a.
Having now two normal «-tuples a and b with spectral resolutions of identity p and q, respectively, one can suggestively write elementary operator -R a b in the "spectral" form (3) Kb x =ff {k-ft)dp k xdq
One may guess from this expression that spectral projections for R t b corresponding to any Borel subsets < 5 c C should be given by dp x xd but, of course, the double integral is still to be defined. However, this is possible only for finite rank operators x.
For fixed «J, t] e %? and every C e < f put (£ ® r\)£, = (£, rj)£,, where ( , ) denotes the inner product in <%?. Let x be a finite rank operator on %? written i n the form x -J2?=\ £/ ® */, • F°r e a c h Borel subset i c C a n d each C, 0 G < T define Here, of course, the double integral is nothing else but the value of the product measure of (p(-)<^,. 0) and
Obviously, w { e (<5) depends linearly on £ and antilinearly on 0. Since it is also bounded by (see Diestel, Uhl [3, page 4]), the map (f, 6) i-> w f ^(^) defines a bounded linear operator y e 3.2. DEFINITION. For each finite rank operator x and each Borel subset 8 c C let (4) (f dp k xdq 
(S).
The above definition is correct since it can be shown that m, g (S) is independent of the concrete representation of x in the form x = 52?=i ^,®'/, • Thus, the double integral (4) is defined (in the weak sense) for any finite rank operator x and is, obviously, linear in x.
3.3. REMARKS, (a) Note that, unlike x, the value of the double integral (4) is in general not an operator of finite rank. However, it will follow from the next proposition that it always belongs to the Hilbert-Schmidt class.
(b) Note that (4) use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030603
In the next section we shall find conditions under which the resolution of identity £ a b can be extended from %{^) to ^p{MT) for p > 2.
Main results
We shall need later the following specific result on prespectral operators and their restrictions to an invariant, not necessarily closed, subspace (for basic facts on prespectrality and spectrality see Dowson [4] ).
Let a Banach space (^, ||.||) be continuously imbedded into another Banach space [3f, ||.||), so that we can write simply ^o c / . If a bounded linear operator T e 3 §{Sf) leaves invariant the subspace ^, then its restriction T\%? Q to 3? Q defines on Sf Q a linear operator T o which is bounded in the norm of %? § by the closed graph theorem. It is easy to see from (3) that, in the above notation, the action of an elementary operator R u b of the first kind with normal coefficients on a finite rank operator x e g §{^) can be written in the form 4.4. REMARK. Because of duality between ^, (^) and ^(^) it is obvious that for 1 < p < oo the elementary operator /? a b of the first kind with normal coefficients is in fact not only prespectral but also spectral (of scalar type). For p -oo this is not true; in general we have only prespectrality of the class F = ^ {£?). However, the next theorem covers this special case. The first sum spreads over (i, j) € I with infinite rank projections p t and qj, the second one over (/, j) G I' where at least one of the projections, p t or qj, has finite rank, and the third one over (/, j) e / " with the same property.
PROPOSITION. Using the above notation, let T and T o be prespectral operators on the spaces 3? and 3?^, respectively, with canonical decompositions T = S + Q and T o = S o + Q o and with the spectral resolutions of identity E of the class F and E o of the class F o . If T\3? Q c r o , then the subspace %? 0 is invariant also for operators S, Q and E(8), for every
Obviously, each summand in the first sum is a countably additive operator function of S. Now, take any summand in the second sum. The map S >-* X s (jij -a) is a countably additive operator function in the strong operator topology. Since p t xqj is of finite rank for each x e 38{%?), the map is countably additive in the norm topology. The same is true also for the map since we have PtXqjXadi • b ) = (**(*,-As a result we get countable additivity of the map
S~E th (S)x
for every x e 38(%?) and hence R % b is a (scalar-type) spectral operator.
Let us now turn to the necessity of the given condition. Suppose that for each decomposition there is a rectangle A t x B. such that both projections p ( and qj are of infinite rank and yet the map (A, p) i-> k • /t is not constant on it. At least for one such a rectangle a' tj = {A • ft ; A € A t } or use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030603 [14] '! a '!j -{^j•' P 5 M e Bj) has to be infinite for otherwise a rectangle with the above property could not exist. Suppose a' r is infinite. This set is the spectrum of the normal operator «.
• 9\p^ and we can find an infinite sequence of pairwise disjoint Borel subsets 6 k c a'^ such that appropriate spectral projections P,,(<5 fe ) = X$ (/*,'»)l/ 7 ,^' for ft •a|/> (^' are all nontrivial. Now, take a partial isometry x e SSffl), mapping the subspace q^ onto the subspace p^ such that we have xx* -p t . Since both subspaces are of the same (infinite) dimension, such a partial isometry exists. Then we have Since the map S i-> E a h (S)x is not countably additive in the norm topology and, hence, R u b is not spectral.
Let us now turn our attention to elementary operators of the second kind. We first need the following simple result (A° denotes the interior of the set A). For each / and j choose ^ e p^ and Vj e q^ and put z f . = ^ (gi n( that is z. ; C = (C, ^X,-for each C e ^) . Denote by e ;fe the elements of the direct sum of matrices E m and by e' jk the elements of the direct sum of matrices E' (m = 1, 2, 2 2 , 2 3 , ...) from 4.7.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030603
Since z rs is of finite rank, the above integral is well denned (see 3.2). If T is a Borel subset in C with T n A r -0 and t n 5 s = 0 , then we have p(t)z rs = z rs q(x) = 0. This means the integration above spreads in fact only over A r x B s . But, if A € A r and ft e B s , then we have k-/i € A r •B s = C r s , and because of pairwise disjointness of these sets, the last integral is non-zero only when (/, j) = (r, s) (and hence (r,s)e M). In this case it is equal to Thus, we have
We can now formulate and prove our main result. REMARK. For 1 < p < oo the space l^q {%') can be identified with the dual of ^, (^) and Theorem 4.9 gives in fact a characterization of spectrality for the operator /? a b . However, this is not true for p = oo. In this case a characterization of spectrality has to be stated and proved separately. PROOF. The theorem follows immediately from Theorems 4.5 and 4.9.
CONCLUDING REMARKS, (a) Since on the Hilbert space every spectral operator is similar to a normal operator modulo a commuting quasinilpotent operator (see Dowson [4] ), there is a straightforward generalization of Theorem 4.9 to elementary operators with spectral coefficients (instead of only normal coefficients). The result is that such an operator is prespectral on WpiW) with p ± 2 of the class T = W q {^) if and only if it is of the first kind. Compare similar reduction to normal coefficients in [14, Section 1] .
(b) In the special case of a generalized inner derivation D a b (or an elementary multiplication M a b ) with normal coefficients, acting on the spacê , (^" ) , p ^ 2, we find that it is a scalar-type prespectral operator of the class F = ^(^) if and only if at least one of the spectra, <r(a) or er(b), is finite. This follows immediately from the characterization in 4.9 and 2.5 (see also [13] ). Acting on 3 §{%?), D a b is a spectral operator if and only if both spectra, <r(a) and er(b), are finite (compare 4.10). The last result was given by J. Anderson and C. Foias. in [1] .
(c) For a generalized derivation D a b some kind of converse is true: if D a b is a prespectral operator on ^p{^f) of the class F = ^q{^), then the coefficients a and b also have to be spectral. This is proved in [14] . It is not known to the author whether the same holds for an elementary multiplication M ab instead of D ab .
(d) Finally, we can look on elementary operators as a source of interesting examples or counterexamples. For instance, it is well known that even on a reflexive Banach space the sum or the product of commuting spectral operators need not be spectral any more. 
